ABSTRACT Although deep neural networks have recently led to great achievements in machine translation (MT), various challenges are still encountered during the development of Korean-Vietnamese MT systems. Because Korean is a morphologically rich language and Vietnamese is an analytic language, neither have clear word boundaries. The high rate of homographs in Korean causes word ambiguities, which causes problems in neural MT (NMT). In addition, as a low-resource language pair, there is no freely available, adequate Korean-Vietnamese parallel corpus that can be used to train translation models. In this paper, we manually established a lexical semantic network for the special characteristics of Korean as a knowledge base that was used for developing our Korean morphological analysis and word-sense disambiguation system: UTagger. We also constructed a large Korean-Vietnamese parallel corpus, in which we applied the state-of-the-art Vietnamese word segmentation method RDRsegmenter to Vietnamese texts and UTagger to Korean texts. Finally, we built a bi-directional Korean-Vietnamese NMT system based on the attentionbased encoder-decoder architecture. The experimental results indicated that UTagger and RDRsegmenter could significantly improve the performance of the Korean-Vietnamese NMT system, achieving remarkable results by 27.79 BLEU points and 58.77 TER points in Korean-to-Vietnamese direction and 25.44 BLEU points and 58.72 TER points in the reverse direction.
In this research, we defined four challenging issues encountered when building a high-quality KoreanVietnamese NMT system and proposed solutions to address these issues.
Firstly, Korean is a synthetic language that synthesizes multiple concepts into an eojeol (i.e., a token unit delimited by whitespaces). This means that Korean does not have clear word boundaries, which is a major problem in Korean MT systems [9] . Therefore, every eojeol needs to be morphologically analyzed before being input into the NMT system. In this research, we constructed a pre-analyzed partial eojeol dictionary and combined this with the sub-word conditional probability to train our morphological analysis system. Secondly, Vietnamese is an analytic language where one word consists of one or more tokens. The whitespaces cannot be used to determine Vietnamese word boundaries. Thus, in the training parallel corpus, we segmented Vietnamese words using RDRsegmenter [10] , which was developed using the ripple down rules methodology [11] and achieves state-ofthe-art performance.
Thirdly, approximately 65% of the vocabularies of Korean and Vietnamese contain words that originated from Chinese [12] , [13] , namely hanja for Sino-Korean and Hán_Viê . t for Sino-Vietnamese. There are five and six categories of tone marks (diacritics) in Chinese and Vietnamese, respectively, whereas there is only the neutral tone in Korean. Consequently, one hanja word may represent several different Chinese or Hán_Viê . t words. For instance, the hanja word ''ga-jeong'' represents two different Hán_Viê . t words: ''giadình'' (family) and ''giadi . nh'' (assumption), as shown in Table 1 . This leads to a high rate of homographs in Korean.
However, handling homographs is a weakness of NMT [14] . In the word-embedding step, multiple senses of a word are encoded into one continuous vector. The NMT model must learn how to select the correct word from a group of candidates, which are translated from different senses of one input word. As a result, NMT has failed to disambiguate the word sense [15] , [16] . In this research, we propose a Korean word sense disambiguation (WSD) based on our lexical semantic network (LSN) UWordMap, which was manually established for the special characteristics of Korean. Currently, UWordMap is the largest Korean LSN, enabling the high accuracy of our Korean WSD system.
Lastly, a high-quality NMT system requires a parallel corpus with a tremendous number of sentence pairs to train the translation model. Nevertheless, there is no freely available, adequate Korean-Vietnamese parallel corpus. OPUS [17] provides a Korean-Vietnamese parallel corpus extracted from movie subtitles and technical documents (i.e., GNOME and Ubuntu), but it is very noisy and its sentences are short. Therefore, we built a Korean-Vietnamese parallel corpus with 454,751 sentence pairs.
We established Korean-Vietnamese NMT systems based on the attention-based sequence-to-sequence architecture [1] , [2] . The experimental results show many potential benefits as compared to existing MT systems that use both statistical-based and neural-based methods.
The Korean LSN UWordMap, which is the knowledge base for WSD, is described below in Section II. Because Korean morphological analysis is an initial step of WSD, both Korean morphological analysis and WSD systems are reported in Section III. Section IV presents the Vietnamese word segmentation system, and Section V gives information about the Korean-Vietnamese parallel corpus. In Section VI, we implement the Korean-Vietnamese NMT systems and report the experimental results. Finally, we summarize the related work in Section VII and present our conclusions in Section VIII.
II. KOREAN LEXICAL SEMANTIC NETWORK
Because semantic processing systems rely on LSN, most popular languages have their own LSNs, such as English WordNet [18] , Chinese HowNet [19] , and European languages' EuroWordNet [20] . For Korean, KorLex [21] and CoreNet [22] were constructed by translating and mapping from English and Japanese LSNs; ETRI lexical concept networks (LCNs) [23] were built for nouns and verbs only.
We have been working to manually establish UWordMap with the special characteristics of Korean since 2002. It now stands as the largest Korean LSN. UWordMap consists of lexical networks of nouns, predicates, and adverbs, as shown in FIGURE 1. In each network, a node is connected to others through six types of semantic relations: hyponymy, synonymy, similarity, antonymy, part-whole, and association relations. The predicate network is connected to the noun and adverb networks through subcategorization information.
In UWordMap, each node is comprised of a word and a sense code to represent a certain sense. The vocabulary and sense codes were extracted from the Standard Korean Language Dictionary (SKLD), which is the best Korean monolingual dictionary. Each sense code is defined by numerals to represent the special sense of a word in the SKLD. The number of sense codes of a word is identical to the number of senses that the word has.
A. LEXICAL SEMANTIC NETWORK FOR NOUNS
In the lexical semantic network for nouns (LSNN), the hyponymy is the fundamental relation, forming a hierarchical structure in which an upper node is a hypernym of lower nodes. This is the ''IS-A'' relation, where a node is connected to only one upper node that means a node does not have multiple superordinates. To construct the LSNN, we first made the basic framework by determining the set VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. Overview of the Korean lexical semantic network UWordMap.
of top-level nodes that satisfy the following principles: have a clear meaning, are used frequently, do not have a duplicate concept with others, and composite meanings of lower nodes. As a result, we chose 23 top-level nodes: space, process, relation, symbol, unit, object, shape, item, method, scope, organism, characteristic, time, element, cognition, effect, material, degree, existence, kind or type, organization, action, and power.
Then, we considered both morphologic and semantic aspects to establish the hyponymy relation among nodes. The top-down and bottom-up methods were used to ensure the following principles.
• An upper node must contain the definition of its lower nodes.
• The information of a lower node must be derived from those of its upper node.
• For words borrowed from Chinese vocabulary, the semantic connections are made based on the core meaning of Chinese words.
• For words that have a suffix derived from Chinese characters, the relations are based on the suffixes. For instance, the words ''geon-chug-ga'' (architect) and ''gyo-yug-ga'' (educator) are connected to the upper node ''jeon-mun-ga'' (expert) based on the suf fix ''ga'' (specialist).
• For compound nouns, the relations are made based on the core meaning, which is usually stored in the left syllables. Currently, we have constructed an LSNN with 377,961 words. The most common distributed depths are from 4 to 7 and the maximum depth is 17. FIGURE 2 shows the detailed distribution of nodes by depth. 
B. LEXICAL SEMANTIC NETWORK FOR PREDICATES
In Korean, predicates embrace verbs and adjectives because of their similar grammatical constructions. In addition to the aforementioned semantic relations, the subcategorization is the most important element in the lexical semantic network for predicates (LSNP). It indicates the ability of predicates to allow the types of syntactic arguments (i.e., postpositional particles and nouns) with which they co-occur. For instance, Table 2 gives a part of the subcategorization of the verb ''geod-da'' (to collect or to walk). The particles are attached behind nouns to indicate their grammatical relation to the predicate. ''Eul,'' ''e-ge-seo,'' and ''e-seo'' indicate their attaching nouns are objects, peoples, and places, respectively.
Subcategorization information is used to connect nodes in the LSNP with those in the LSNN. However, each node in the LSNP can be connected to many nodes in the LSNN. To restrict the number of connections, we connect the predicates with only the least common subsumes (LCS) in the LSNN. An LCS is the most specific common ancestor-node of two nodes in the hierarchical structure of the LSNN according to ontology theory. For instance, in FIGURE 1, instead of directly connecting the predicate ''meod-da_0201'' with all possible nodes in LSNN, we connected it with only LCSs (i.e., ''eum-sig-mul_0200'', ''yag_0701'', ''meog-i_0000'', and ''aeg-che_0000'').
We built the subcategorization for predicates based on example sentences in the SKLD. We manually extracted the predicate and its arguments (particles and noun) from the example sentence. The argument noun was checked to ensure that it exists and is the LCS in the LSNN. If it does not exist, we search for its hypernym and insert that it into the LSNN. If it is the LCS, we connect it with its predicate directly. Otherwise, we search its LCS to connect it with its predicate.
C. CURRENT STATUS OF UWORDMAP
We have built UWordMap, which contains 514,314 words, including nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. Its detailed statistics are shown in Table 3 , and the number of words in UWordMap is compared with those in KorLex, CoreNet, and ETRI-LCN. The results show that UWordMap is the largest Korean LSN. UWordMap is available for online usage and its API libraries (C/C++/C#/JAVA/Python3 languages) can be downloaded at http://nlplab.ulsan.ac.kr/doku.php?id = uwordmap.
III. KOREAN MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS AND WORD SENSE DISAMBIGUATION SYSTEM A. OVERVIEW OF KOREAN MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
The problem with Korean morphological analysis is that several different morphemes and parts of speech (POS) may be encoded into the same eojeol. For instance, the four different sets of morphemes and POS shown in Table 4 can make up the same eojeol: ''ga-si-neun''. The phonemes in morphemes may be changed with many kinds of regularities and irregularities. Yet the same morphemes that are tagged with different POS have different meanings. The morphological analysis has to discover the correct set in a given context.
Most of the conventional methods [24] [25] [26] used in Korean morphological analysis have had to do the following tasks. • Segment the input eojeol into morphemes • Recover the changed phonemes to the original • Assign or tag POS to each morpheme Because these methods must perform various interim processes and transform character codes to recover the original form, they increase the frequency of dictionary accesses, which leads to overanalyzing problems. The longest match strategy [27] was proposed to reduce the frequency of dictionary accesses, and the syllable-based prediction model [28] was introduced to handle the overanalyzing problem. Recently, statistics-based [29] [30] [31] and deep learningbased approaches [32] , [33] have been investigated to address these problems. However, the high computational complexity of these approaches causes low performance in the systems. Additionally, they cause maintenance problems when any neologism occurs in the language.
Using the pre-analysis eojeol dictionary (PED) [34] [35] [36] can overcome these problems. According to this method, a dictionary of analyzed eojeol is built in advance, and the problem turns into looking up morphologically analyzed eojeol in the PED. This method can be performed quickly because it does not need to identify the changed phonemes or recover the original form. It is also easily maintained by editing or inserting data into the PED. However, building a PED containing all eojeols of the Korean language is an impossible task.
Instead of using the PED, we constructed a pre-analysis partial eojeol dictionary (PPED). We then proposed a statistical-based method using a combination of the PPED and analyzed corpus to analyze the morphology. This method can take advantage of the fast performance and easy maintenance of the PED method, while also ensuring high accuracy.
B. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PRE-ANALYSIS PARTIAL EOJEOL DICTIONARY
As a dictionary, the PPED has a key and value for each entry. A key is a group of syllables separated from the surface form of an eojeol (the so-called surface form); the value may consist of one or more analyzed morphemes (the so-called original form). The data that were used to build the PPED were extracted from the Sejong corpus [37] . To determine the key corresponding with a value, we make connections between syllables of the surface form and those of the original form. If the phonemic change makes the length of the original form longer than the surface form, one syllable of the surface form can be connected with two or more syllables of the original form; otherwise, we simply make connections syllableby-syllable. For instance, there is no phonemic change in FIGURE 3 (a), whereas the syllable ''in'' is changed into ''i'' and ''n'' in FIGURE 3 (b). Hence, ''in'' is connected to both ''i'' and ''n''. Table 5 shows five entries extracted from the eojeol ''salam-in-ga'' (FIGURE 3 (b)). The values were made by enumerating all possible combinations of morphemes, and the keys were made by selecting the corresponding syllables according to the syllable connections. The asterisks '' * '' indicate that the adjacent syllable has two connections with syllables in the original form but one of them is eliminated. The plus signs ''+'' are used to separate morphemes. The first entry of each eojeol is its whole morphological analysis. The PPED was constructed by examining all eojeol from the Sejong corpus.
In the PPED, the only key is not unique but the key and its values id unique. One eojeol can be morphologically analyzed into different morphemes and POS sets because of segmentation and POS ambiguity. Alternatively, it can be analyzed into the same morphemes and POS sets but different sense codes because of sense ambiguity. Hence, there are entries that have the same key but different values.
C. USING THE PRE-ANALYSIS PARTIAL EOJEOL DICTIONARY
The first step is to search the whole morphological analysis for the input eojeol. If it exists in the PPED, the sub-word conditional probability (SCP) method is used to select the correct one based on the adjacent eojeols. Otherwise, we split the input eojeol into two parts: left and right. Then, we look up the analyzed morphemes for each part in the PPED.
The split process of an eojeol is started with the last syllable and executed from left to right. For instance, the eojeol ''sa-lam-in-ga'' is split into left and right parts, as shown in Table 6 . With a left and right part pair, we may search more than one pair of analyzed morphemes, which we refer to as candidates. Since one eojeol is usually split into many pairs of left and right parts, there are many candidates for each eojeol.
To increase the performance of our WSD system, we need to reduce the number of candidates before inputting them into the SCP process. We select the top five candidates based on their scores. The score of a candidate is calculated by (1) where L = l 1 +· · ·+l N and R = r 1 +· · ·+r M are the left and right partial eojeol, respectively, of the candidate C. l i and r i are the i − th morphemes in the left and right partial eojeol, respectively. freq (L) and freq (R) are frequencies of the left and right partial eojeol occurring in the Sejong corpus
Equation (2) is the probability that the last morpheme l N of a left partial eojeol is adjacent to the fist morpheme r 1 of a right partial eojeol in the Sejong corpus. Additionally, freq (l N , r 1 ) is the frequency with which morphemes l N and r 1 occur adjacently, and freq(l N ) is the frequency that morpheme l N occurs in the corpus
Equation (3) is the probability that the morpheme l 1 occurs first in eojeols, where freq First (POS (l 1 )) is the number of eojeols that contain the tagging POS of the morpheme l 1 at the first morpheme. Additionally, totalWord is the total number of eojeols in the training corpus
Equation (4) is the probability that the morpheme r M occurs last in eojeols, and freq Last (r M ) is the number of eojeols that contain the morpheme r M at the last morpheme. Additionally, freq (r M ) is the frequency with which the morpheme r M occurs in the training corpus.
D. SUB-WORD CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY
After creating a list of candidates, this step selects the only correct one based on the adjacent eojeols. In this paper, we propose a method using sub-word information of adjacent eojeols to identify the correct candidate; this is referred to as a WSD process. We assume that the correct candidate can be identified based on only one left and one right adjacent eojeols. We defined a formula to identify the correct candidate:
where
where w i is the i − th eojeol of the sentence w 1 w 2 . . . w n . Additionally, c i,j is the j − th candidate of the i − th eojeol and w i−1 and w i+1 are the left-adjacent and right-adjacent eojeols of the current (i − th) eojeol, respectively. Table 7 gives an example of two candidates selected by analyzing the eojeol ''sa-gwa-leul'' in the sentence ''mas-iss-neun sa-gwaleul meog-eoss-da'' (i.e., I ate a delicious apple). In Korean, the first syllables often express the core meaning of an eojeol, while the last syllables often express its grammatical relations. For instance, ''meog-eoss-da'', ''meog-eoss-eu-na'', and ''meog-eoss-gess-ji'' have the same core meaning (ate), which is indicated by the first two syllables ''meog-eoss''. Examining all syllables of an eojeol may lead to problems related to a lack of training data (i.e., there is not ''meog-eoss-da'' in the training data set, but we can identify its meaning by using the first syllables ''meogeoss''). Hence, we only consider the first two syllables of each eojeol to identify the correct candidate. In this step, as we examine the surface forms of the left and right adjacent eojeols; P Left and P Right are replaced by P Left_Surf and P Right_Surf , respectively. P Left_Surf and P Right_Surf are computed by
P Left_Surf is computed based on the entire left-adjacent eojeol w i−1 and the first two syllables s i,1 and s i,2 of the current eojeol. Since only the two syllables s i,1 and s i,2 are used, only the first morpheme m i,j,1 of the j − th candidate of the i − th eojeol is computed. In Table 7 , for instance, m 2,1,1 = ''sa-gwa_05/NNG'' and M 2,2,1 = ''sa-gwa_08/NNG''. Because the remaining morphemes of the current eojeol are not involved in the computation of P Left_Surf , we need to compute the probability of each candidate given its eojeol P(c i,j |w i ). In addition, to judge the relative importance of the probability of the entire candidate and the probability of the first morpheme, we use the weight U in Equation (7). P Right_Surf is simply computed based on the entire current eojeol w i and the first two syllables s i+1,1 and s i+2,2 of the right-adjacent eojeol.
Using the surface form of eojeols can lead to highperforming systems because it is not time-consuming to analyze eojeols. However, systems must be able to overcome a lack of training data. When surface forms cannot be used to identify the correct candidate (i.e., P Left_Surf = 0 or P Right_Surf = 0), we analyze eojeols and use their word stems. For instance, in the phrase ''sa-gwa-leul meog-eul-lae,'' the meaning of ''sa-gwa'' cannot be identified by using the two syllables ''meog-eul'', which do not exist in the training dataset. However, by using ''meog_02/VV,'' (i.e., the word stem of ''meog-eul-lae'', which does exist in the training dataset), we can identify the meaning of ''sa-gwa''.
When using the word stem, P Left and P Right are replaced by P Left_Stem and P Right_Stem , respectively. Since several different word stems may be extracted from the same eojeol, P Left_Stem and P Right_Stem are computed by picking word stems that maximize the following conditional probabilities
Here, v i,k is the k − th word stem of the i − th eojeol. For instance, Table 8 shows four word stems extracted from the same eojeol ''gan-da'', and k runs from 1 to 4. Since the word stem is always contained in the first morpheme, only the first morpheme m i,j,1 is computed in Equation (9) . This is equivalent to Equation (7), where we need to calculate the probability for each candidate P(c i,j |w i ) and use the weight U .
In summary, P Left and P Right are calculated by the proposed SCP method
E. KNOWLEDGE-BASED WORD SENSE DISAMBIGUATION
The SCP is a corpus-based approach to WSD that must overcome the problem of missing training data, even if using the word stem. Each noun can be connected with various verbs and adjectives; however, the training corpus cannot contain all nouns and their connectable verbs and adjectives. Even advanced methods, such as statistical-based [38] , deep learning-based with recurrent neural networks [39] , and embedded word space [40] methods, still encounter the missing data problem because of limited training corpora. Knowledge-based approaches can overcome this problem, but they require an accurate and large lexical network [41] , [42] . Korean WordNet KorLex [21] , which was constructed by translating English WordNet to Korean, is either used as a knowledge base [43] or combined with the Korean monolingual dictionary [44] . However, because of the limited lexicons of KorLex (refer to Table 3 ) and the difference between characteristics of English and those of Korean (i.e., ''to take medicine'' in English but ''to eat medicine'' in Korean), the accuracy is insufficient.
Moreover, corpus-based approaches suffer from the neological problem, which requires approaches using WSD models to be re-trained when a neologism occurs. For instance, corpus-based approaches cannot identify the sense of ''ttaleu-da'' (follow, respect, or pour) in the sentence ''le-deu-buleul tta-leu-da. . . '' (I pour Red Bull...); this is the case because ''le-deu-bul'' is a neologism that does not exist in the training corpus. In this case, knowledge-based WSD systems are easily maintained by adding ''le-deu-bul'' to the hypernym (beverage), and the sense of ''tta-leu-da'' can be identified as ''pour'' based on the hypernym beverage.
In this paper, we use UWordMap as a knowledge base to disambiguate Korean word senses. UWordMap has been constructed with the special characteristics of Korean. UWordMap contains subcategorization information that defines the connections between each predicate with LCSs in the LSNN through postpositional particle arguments. Based on this subcategorization, we can generate more sentences for the training corpus. Using the subcategorization in Table 2 the training corpus will be expanded significantly to solve the missing data problem.
There is another way to exploit UWordMap. When calculating P Left and P Right in the SCP method, if P Left_Surf = 0 or P Right_Surf = 0, we can replace the examining noun by its hypernym and re-calculate P Left and P Right . If the sense still cannot be identified, even when examining the hypernym, we continue replacing the noun with hypernyms of the hypernym in a looping process. This process stops when the sense is identified or the hypernym is the top-level node. All processes of the morphological analysis and WSD system are shown in FIGURE 5.
F. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Based on the method proposed above, we developed a Korean morphological analysis and WSD system: UTagger. UTagger's model was trained on UWordMap and the Sejong corpus. UWordMap is described in Section II, and the Sejong corpus consists of 11 million eojeols that have been morphologically analyzed and tagged with POS. The homographs in the Sejong corpus were tagged with sense codes, which are identical to those in the SKLD.
We extracted sentences that had orders divisible by 10 from the Sejong corpus; as a result, we obtained 1,108,204 eojeols (10%) as the evaluating dataset. In Equations (7) and (9), we chose the weight U = 2.5 to maximize the system accuracies after repetitive experiments with various values. We evaluated UTagger on a system with an i7 860 (2.8 GHz) CPU core and 16 GB of RAM. The accuracy of UTagger reached 98.2% for morphological analysis and 96.52% for WSD. It could process approximately 30,000 eojeols per second.
We compared the accuracies of UTagger with those of recent machine learning methods. These methods also used the same Sejong corpus to train and evaluate their systems. The morphological analysis accuracy of UTagger was compared with those of the conditional random fields (CRF) [30] , phrase-based statistical model (PSM) [31] , recurrent neural network-based with copying mechanism (RNN-CM) [32] , and bi-long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) [33] methods. The WSD of UTagger was compared with those of the statistical-based [38] , bidirectional recurrent neural network (Bi-RNN) [39] , and embedded word space (EWS) [40] methods. The results in Table 9 show that UTagger achieves state-of-the-art accuracies for both Korean morphological analysis and WSD.
UTagger is available for online use and its libraries (Linux and Windows systems with C/C++/C#/JAVA/Python3 languages) can be downloaded at http://nlplab.ulsan.ac.kr/doku. php.
IV. VIETNAMESE WORD SEGMENTATION
The writing system for Vietnamese includes Latin script and five kinds of diacritics (i.e.,á,à, a ,ã, and a . ). In this writing system, blank space is not used to separate words; instead, it is only used to separate syllables. 84.31% of Vietnamese words are composed of at least two syllables [45] . Hence, we cannot determine Vietnamese word boundaries based on blank space.
Furthermore, each syllable in Vietnamese has meanings by itself. For instance, the word ''nhũ , ngdát nu ,ó, c'' (countries) has three syllables separated by blank spaces. The first syllable ''nhũ , ng'' indicates that this word in the plural, the second '' -dát'' means the soil or land, and the last syllable ''nhũ , ng'' means the water. The individual meanings of syllables are different from the meaning of a word composed by them. This causes rare and ambiguous word problems in NMT.
The function of a Vietnamese word segmentation system is to identify words (i.e., groups of syllables) in the input sentences and replace blank spaces inside words with underscores (i.e., ''nhũ , ng_ -dát_nu ,ó, c''). After the word segmentation process, the blank space is used to separate words and becomes the word boundary's indicator.
Many approaches have been investigated to develop word segmenters for Vietnamese. CLC_VN_WS was built based on the maximum entropy model [46] , which was trained on the corpus for word sense disambiguation with 3M Vietnamese syllables [47] . Nguyen et al. [48] developed JVnSegmenter using the conditional random fields and support vector machine models and trained their models on a small corpus of 8K sentences that they built themselves. vnTokenizer [45] was developed by combining the maximum matching strategy and the finite-state automata technique, and its model was trained on a corpus of 507K words that were manually segmented by the Vietnam Lexicography Center. DongDu [49] , UETsegmenter [50] , and RDRsegmenter [10] were trained on the same corpus, i.e., Vietnamese treebank [51] , which consists of over 1.7M words. Where DongDu and UETsegmenter are based on the pointwise method [52] , RDRsegmenter is based on the ripple down rules method [11] .
The comparison between these segmenters using the same system and test set demonstrates that RDRsegmenter outperforms the others and achieves a precision of 97.46%, recall of 98.35%, and F1 of 97.90% [10] . It is also the fastest segmenter, analyzing 62K words per second; the segmenter was run on a personal computer with a Core i7 2.2 GHz CPU. Hence, in this paper, we used RDRsegmenter to process the Vietnamese text in our parallel corpus. 
V. KOREAN-VIETNAMESE PARALLEL CORPUS
In addition to the methodology, the most essential constituent of MT systems is the parallel corpus, which is used to train the translation models. A high-quality MT system requires a parallel corpus with a large number of qualified aligning sentence pairs. Manually compiled parallel corpora, which require great time and effort to produce, are usually used for commercial purposes. However, automatically collected parallel corpora have been produced and are available for research applications [53] [54] [55] . Unfortunately, these are limited to popular language pairs.
For the Korean-Vietnamese language pair, several groups have tried to build parallel corpora. The computational linguistics center (University of Science, HCM City) built a Korean-Vietnamese bilingual corpus [56] with 500K sentence pairs (14.5M words), but this is used for commercial purposes. Nanyang Technological University NTU-MC [57] and OPUS [17] provided multilingual corpora that included Korean and Vietnamese. However, NTU-MC is very small and contains only 15K sentences. Additionally, since OPUS was extracted from movie subtitles and technical documents (i.e., GNOME and Ubuntu), it is very noisy and its sentences are short. These corpora are insufficient to train a qualified MT system.
In this paper, we built a large-scale Korean-Vietnamese parallel corpus for training our MT systems by collecting bilingual aligned texts from many resources. We extracted definition statements and examples of Korean-Vietnamese pairs from the National Institute of Korean Language's Learner Dictionary. 1 We also downloaded and aligned Korean-Vietnamese texts from articles in multilingual magazines and books, such as ''Watchtowers and Awake! 2 '', ''Books & Brochures 2 '', and ''Rainbow 3 '', which include many categories of text (economics, health, entertainment, science, social issues, politics, and technology). These resources are well-aligned and well-translated. We also crawled texts from online journals and websites that contain Korean and Vietnamese. Because these contain many mismatches, we had to carefully select and filter the texts to ensure good alignment.
Next, we removed noise from the collected Korean-Vietnamese bilingual aligned texts. Noise comes in the form of messy codes, HTML tags, and special symbols and characters used on websites. We also removed long sentences, which can crash MT systems. In this corpus, we define a long sentence as a sentence with over 80 words. We also removed duplicate sentences, which sometimes occurred because we collected texts from so many resources. The corpus was recorrected by splitting sentences, and each sentence was stored in one line on a disk file. As a result, we obtained over 454K Korean-Vietnamese sentence pairs with 5M Korean and 8.5M Vietnamese tokens. This is large enough to train MT systems. The Korean texts in the corpus underwent morphological analysis and WSD with UTagger. Morphological analysis segmented each Korean word into morphemes and recovered the original forms. Morpheme segmentation increased the token size, and recovering the original forms reduced the vocabulary size. Because WSD tagged different sense codes into the same form of words, it increased the vocabulary size.
The Vietnamese texts in the corpus underwent word segmentation with RDRsegmenter. RDRsegmenter merged tokens into one word, consequently reducing the token size and increasing the vocabulary size. Table 10 shows a sample of how a sentence pair was transformed after applying RDRsegmenter and UTagger. Table 11 gives a detailed statistical report regarding the number of sentences, tokens, and vocabularies, as well as the average sentence length of each language in the Korean-Vietnamese parallel corpus. FIGURE 6 presents the distribution of sentence lengths in the corpus, where the sentence length is counted based on the number of tokens. Most sentences are 5 to 35 tokens in length. We limited the sentence length to 80 tokens; however, UTagger extended the Korean sentence length to 129 tokens and RDRsegmenter cut the Vietnamese sentence length down to 67 tokens.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. NEURAL MACHINE TRANSLATION
Recent NMT systems usually employ an attention-based encoder-decoder architecture [1] , [2] . The encoder and decoder are recurrent neural networks (RNNs), which are implemented as long short-term memory (LSTM) networks [58] or gated recurrent units [59] with a single or multiple hidden layers.
1) ENCODER
The encoder is composed of forward and backward RNNs. The forward RNN reads a source sentence x = x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x T x from x 1 to x n and computes forward states (
. Alternatively, the backward RNN processes the sentence from x n to x 1 (i.e., the reverse direction) and calculates backward states (
Here, T x refers to the length of sentence x.
Each forward state is updated by
Ex t denotes the embedding of the source word x t , − → W * and − → U * refer to weight matrices, and σ is used as a logistic function.
The backward states (
are calculated in a similar manner, using the same word embedding E as forward states but different weights ← − W * and ← − U * . Then, the source representations h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h T x are acquired by concatenating the two sequences of states.
2) DECODER
The decoder is an RNN that generates the translated sentence y = y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y T y , where T y is the sentence length. Each word y i is generated through the conditional probability
where g is used as a nonlinear function. s i denotes the decoding state at the i − th time calculated by
E is the embedding matrix of the word's language, and W * , U * , and C * are weight matrices. c i , which is the source context vector at the i − th time, is calculated based on the source representation h j :
Here, e ij is an attention-based model calculated by
where v T a , W a , and U a are weight thresholds.
3) IMPLEMENTATION
In this work, we implemented our Korean-Vietnamese NMT systems using deep multi-layer LSTM networks for both the encoder and decoder. We used the TensorFlowbased sequence-to-sequence model [60] to train and test the systems. The testing dataset consists of 2,000 KoreanVietnamese sentence pairs that were randomly extracted from the Korean-Vietnamese parallel corpus mentioned in section V. The remaining pairs were used to train the systems. The LSTM networks were set to be two layers x 512 units. We set the word-embedding dimension as 512 for both source and target languages (i.e., Korean and Vietnamese). We fed 13 epochs into the training processes. We applied these settings for bi-directional translation of Korean-to-Vietnamese and Vietnamese-to-Korean. To measure the impact of the Korean morphological analysis, Korean WSD, and Vietnamese word segmentation on the translation qualities individually, we built five systems (i.e., Baseline, Morph. Anal., WSD, Word Seg., and Full) for each direction.
• Baseline: Uses the original Korean and Vietnamese texts in the Korean-Vietnamese parallel corpus (Table 11 ).
• Morph. Anal.: Uses the Korean texts after applying UTagger, but with sense code tags removed (i.e., Korean morphological analysis only), and the original Vietnamese texts.
• UTagger: Uses the Korean texts after applying UTagger (i.e., Korean morphological analysis and WSD) and the original Vietnamese texts.
• RDRsegmenter: Uses the original Korean texts and the Vietnamese texts after applying word segmentation with RDRsegmenter.
• UTagger + RDRsegmenter: Uses the Korean texts after applying UTagger and the Vietnamese texts after applying RDRsegmenter. To compare the translation qualities of these systems with those of statistical machine translation (SMT) systems, VOLUME 7, 2019 as well as to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed methods on SMT systems, we also built five translation systems (i.e., Baseline, Morph. Anal., UTagger, RDRsegmenter, and UTagger + RDRsegmenter) based on the SMT architecture using the Moses toolkit [61] .
B. RESULTS
We used two metrics, i.e., BLEU [62] and TER [63] , to automatically evaluate the translation qualities of our Korean-Vietnamese MT systems. BLEU (bilingual evaluation understudy) is the most common algorithm used to automatically evaluate the quality of MT systems. It computes the translated precision by counting the number of matches between n-grams of a machine-translated sentence and those of the corresponding reference. TER (translation error rate) determines the number of edits needed such that a machinetranslated sentence exactly matches the corresponding reference. The translation results of the systems in terms of BLEU and TER scores are shown in Table 12 .
1) COMPARISON BETWEEN SMT AND NMT
For both translation directions, NMT systems outperform SMT systems in terms of the BLEU and TER scores. In the baseline systems, NMT outperforms SMT by 4.06 and 0.93 BLEU points or 5.43 and 13.77 TER points for Koreanto-Vietnamese and Vietnamese-to-Korean directions, respectively. After using RDRsegmenter to segment Vietnamese words and UTagger to analyze Korean morphologies and disambiguate homographic senses, NMT still outperforms SMT by 1.37 and 1.22 BLEU points or 7.08 and 11.66 TER points for both translation directions. This is similar to the results of popular languages pairs, such as English, Chinese, French, German, Russian, and Spanish [64] , [65] , in which NMT is better than SMT.
2) IMPACT OF KOREAN MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
The Korean morphological analysis improved the translated results of both SMT and NMT baseline systems. Particularly, it improved the BLEU points by 0.87 and 12.94 for NMT systems in Korean-to-Vietnamese and Vietnamese-toKorean translation directions, respectively. It also prevented translation errors in NMT systems (by 6.66 and 11.91 TER points) for both translation directions. The morphological complexity of Korean causes problems in MT related to word boundaries and rare words. Korean does not have clear word boundaries; one Korean token (eojeol) usually consists of one content word and one or more function words. Rare words are also challenging for NMT [3] , leading to a large number of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. For instance, the Korean verb ''meog-da'' (to eat) has many forms, such as ''meogeo-yo'', ''meog-seum-ni-da'', and ''meog-neun-da'', among others. Morphological analysis segments these into the stem word ''meog'' (eat) and ending words ''da'', ''eo-yo'', and ''seum-ni-da'' (grammatical expressions). This creates clear boundaries and reduces the number of OOV words. Hence, morphological analysis significantly improves the qualities of NMT systems.
3) IMPACT OF WORD SENSE DISAMBIGUATION
NMT systems are incapable of translating homographs [14] [15] [16] because multiple senses of a word are encoded into one continuous vector that forces NMT systems to select the correct word from a group of candidates that are translated from different senses of one input word. UTagger disambiguates the senses of homographs and tags them with the corresponding sense codes. For instance, the homograph ''nun'' has two senses in Sentence 1 in Table 13 . UTagger tags this with the two different sense codes: ''04'' and ''01''. The tagged sense codes, which generate different words (i.e., ''nun_04'' and ''nun_01'') for one homograph, help NMT systems create more accurate word alignments and choose the correct translation candidates. The improvement in the translation qualities of NMT systems depends on the number of homographs that are found in the training and testing parallel corpora. In the experimental results, the WSD improved the outputs of NMT by an average of only 0.23 BLEU points and 0.16 TER points for both translation directions; this is the case because there are a small number of Korean homographs in our test set. It also improved the performance of SMT by the same amount of BLEU and TER points.
4) IMPACT OF VIETNAMESE WORD SEGMENTATION
Vietnamese word segmentation resolves the problem of word boundaries since the whitespaces are only used to separate syllables. It also resolves rare and ambiguous word problems caused by the different meanings between individual syllables and a word composed by them. For the example mentioned above, the word '' -dát nu ,ó, c'' (country) has two syllables; the first one '' -dát'' means the soil or land, and the second one ''nuó , c'' means the water. These two meanings are different from the meaning of the word '' -dát nu ,ó, c'' (country). As a result, Vietnamese word segmentation improved the performance of both SMT and NMT. It improved the translation from Korean to Vietnamese by approximately one BLEU point for both SMT and NMT. In the reverse translation direction, it increased BLEU by about two points.
Overall, UTagger and RDRsegmenter significantly improved the translation qualities for both directions of Korean-Vietnamese NMT systems by an average of 8.9 BLEU points and 9.9 TER points. Based on our promising results, Korean morphological analysis, WSD, and Vietnamese word segmentation may be effective strategies for the development of Korean-Vietnamese NMT systems. Especially, UTagger leads to high-accuracy Korean WSD and helps the Korean-Vietnamese NMT system translate Korean homographs correctly.
In addition, we compared the translation of Korean homographs between widely used MT systems (i.e., Google Translate, Microsoft Bing, and Naver Papago) in Table 13 . We examined the two homographs ''nun'' and ''bae''. ''Nun'' appears two times in Sentence 1 with two different meanings: ''snow'' and ''eye''. ''Bae'' occurs three times in Sentence 2 with three different meanings: ''pear'', ''ship'', and ''stomach''. In this case, Naver Papago seems to be the best MT system since it translated Sentence 1 into an acceptable output; however, it skipped the first meaning ''snow''. Google Translate and Microsoft Bing could not distinguish the different meanings of ''nun'' in Sentence 1. None of these methods could correctly translate Sentence 2.
VII. RELATED WORK
Recently, to respond to the requirement of high-quality Korean-Vietnamese MT systems caused by the development of bilateral cooperation between South Korea and Vietnam, several research groups have tried to build KoreanVietnamese MT systems. Our research is closely related to a previous study that sought to improve NMT by LNS [42] . In that study, Nguyen et al. proposed a method to improve the translation quality of Korean-Vietnamese NMT systems by adding sense codes to Korean words. They built bi-directional Korean-Vietnamese NMT systems using the OpenNMT toolkit [66] . However, their training parallel corpus was limited to 281K sentence pairs, and they did not apply any word segmenter to the Vietnamese texts in their training corpus. They also did not analyze the impact of the Korean morphological analysis on their translation qualities.
Additionally, Cho et al. [67] addressed the problems of the lexical gap and multiple word expression in Korean-Vietnamese SMT. To solve these problems, they created morpho-syntactic filters to group the component morphemes of Korean verbs and adjectives from a translation phrase table. Then they used the Moses toolkit to train their model in the Korean-to-Vietnamese translational Nguyen et al. [9] analyzed morphologies for the Korean texts of their training corpus in the preprocessing step. They trained their bi-directional Korean-Vietnamese SMT based on the Moses toolkit. The translation quality was improved by over three BLEU points; however, the size of their training corpus was very small and had only 24K sentence pairs.
Eojeols usually contain one or more function words, such as postpositions or endings. The forms of these function words are changed by various regular transformations, depending on their final consonant. Lee et al. [68] standardized the forms of the endings and postpositions of eojeols in their training corpus before using these to train the SMT model. The experimental results showed that this method could improve the translation quality by approximately one BLEU point when translating from Vietnamese to Korean.
However, in the opposite direction, the performance was reduced.
In another research paper [69] , Cho et al. proposed a simple method to extract words, phrases, or sentences inside brackets, parentheses, and quotes. Then, these words, phrases, or sentences were translated individually. Their experiments were carried out via SMT from Korean to Vietnamese based on the Moses toolkit. The results showed that this method is effective for translating sentences that have brackets, parentheses, and quotes insides.
Most of the proposed Korean-Vietnamese MT systems follow the SMT approach. However, the translation qualities of SMT are inferior to those of NMT for language pairs that have large amounts of training datasets [64] , [65] . In this paper, we also proved that the translation qualities of NMT are better than those of SMT for the Korean-Vietnamese language pair. In contrast to previous research, we built our KoreanVietnamese MT systems based on the latest NMT architecture. Moreover, we disambiguated the sense of Korean homographs and represented them by adding sense codes to the homographs.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we defined various challenges encountered while building Korean-Vietnamese NMT systems and addressed these through four accomplishments, as follows.
• We built the Korean LSN UWordMap, which is currently the largest LSN for Korean. This is useful for various fields that deal with semantic problems in Korean language processing.
• We developed an open Korean morphological analysis and WSD tool, i.e., UTagger, based on UWordMap. This tool achieves state-of-the-art performance in terms of its speed and accuracy.
• We collected over 454K sentence pairs to make a Korean-Vietnamese parallel corpus.
• Based on this corpus, we built a bi-directional KoreanVietnamese NMT system that can perform Korean morphological analysis, Korean WSD, and Vietnamese word segmentation. The experimental results show that these applications significantly improve the NMT results. In the future, we plan to insert more words into UWordMap and our pre-analysis partial eojeol dictionary. This will make UTagger more accurate, enabling our KoreanVietnamese translation system to translate Korean homographs more accurately. We also intend to collect more Korean-Vietnamese parallel corpora and apply syntactical dependency into our MT systems. 
